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• The optimum management strategy after failure of revision 
anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (RACLR) is not clearly 
defined. 

• The literature evaluating differences in outcomes between 
surgical and nonsurgical management is sparse.

Background



• The purpose was to evaluate the outcomes of surgical versus 
nonsurgical management of failed first RACLR. 

• It was hypothesized that the long-term clinical outcomes of 
second RACLR would be superior with respect to knee 
stability,return to sport, and patient-reported outcome measures 
when compared with nonsurgical treatment.

Purpose



• All patients who underwent RACLR, by the senior 
author (B.S.C.), between Jan 2009 and Feb 2018 
were considered for study eligibility. 
• Those who experienced failure of a first RACLR 

procedure were enrolled in the study
• Patients were considered to have sustained graft 

failure if they had confirmatory MRI and physical 
examination findings
• All patients with failure of a first RACLR procedure 

were included in the study.

Patient Selection



• All participants followed the same rehabilitation 
protocol regardless of whether they underwent 
nonsurgical treatment of failed first RACLR or a 
second RACLR

• Follow-up comprised regular clinical review and a 
standardized telephone interview at the end of the 
study period. Patient-reported outcome measures 
were recorded at the final follow-up.

Methods



Study Flow Diagram



Population Characteristics



Clinical Outcomes



Multivariate Analysis



• Both 2nd RACLR and nonsurgical management of 
failed first RACLR were associated with very high 
rates of return to sport. 
• However, there were significant differences between 

groups that strongly favored better overall function in 
the group treated with a second RACLR.

Discussion



• 2nd RACLR associated with advantages over non-
op with respect to:

• Tegner, Lysholm, KOOS Quality of Life and Sport and 
Recreation 
• 74.2% of patients undergoing 2nd RACLR achieved PASS 

for KOOS Sport and Recreation compared with only 30% 
of those who underwent nonsurgical management (P = 
.015) 
• The proportion of patients achieving a good or excellent 

Lysholm score was significantly higher in the second 
RACLR group (83.9%vs 30%; P = .0067). 

Discussion



• Small sample

• Retrospective design

• Asymptomatic re-ruptures may have been missed

• We were unable to account for patient preference (for either 2nd
RACLR or non-op treatment) and the reasons behind those 
choices, which represent a potentially important confounder

Limitations



• Both second RACLR and nonsurgical management of failed
first RACLR were associated with high rates of return to sport.

• However, second RACLR was associated with significantly
better functional outcome scores with respect to Tegner,
Lysholm, KOOS Quality of Life, and KOOS Sport and
Recreation scores compared to nonsurgical management.

• Nonsurgical treatment was the only significant predictor of
failure to achieve a good/excellent Lysholm score at the final
follow-up, and this was likely a function of inferior knee stability
in that group.

Conclusions
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